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Abstract. Large-scale organizations confront a difficult problem of
assigning personnel to non-routine tasks. Such projects require novel
combinations of individuals from separate parts of the organization.
We propose a computational method for assembling a committee that
recruits individuals to solve the task. This method is driven by data
on interpersonal awareness relationships, fostered by mutual interaction
and indirect contact. By inducing a network from these relationships,
we can reduce the committee selection problem to the maximum cov-
erage problem. A stochastic model is then presented to capture plausi-
ble new relationships which form during committee deliberation. This
framework provides administrators the opportunity to track the evolu-
tion of awareness relationships while improving the organization’s abil-
ity to solve non-routine tasks. To track awareness network evolution, we
demonstrate correlations in empirical networks between communication
network topology and the probability of awareness relationships. To for-
malize organizational improvement over a series of committee formations,
we extend a static committee formation problem to a repeated commit-
tee formation problem. After showing the computational cost of exact
solutions to this problem, we propose an efficient, heuristic-based solu-
tion. Through simulation on real-world networks, we demonstrate that
our approach produces more efficient and productive network states than
a baseline algorithm during a series of committee formations.

1 Introduction

In large-scale organizations, assignments to non-routine projects are often han-
dled by small groups of decision makers. Our focus is on the extent to which they,
collectively, possess sufficient information to intelligently decide which members
of the organization should be assigned to a project. A committee’s potential to
select a successful team depends on the scope and accuracy of the assigners’ pool
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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of information on the performances, circumstances, and expected behaviors of
other individuals.

We approach this problem through study of two key networks present in
formal, task-oriented organizations. First, individuals establish communication
channels with other individuals and form contact relationships. Over these chan-
nels, individuals accumulate and store information about individuals’ past and
current activities, successes and failures, abilities and weaknesses. These rela-
tionships induce a contact network. Interaction through communication channels
updates the memory records of the interacting individuals about one another and
other individuals. The pool of all such memory records on a particular individ-
ual contains far more information about the individual than is available from
any archive of written evaluations. We construct an awareness network induced
by edges (i, j) when i possess a memory record, that is information on current
work-related activities, of j. Here, we investigate relationships between these two
networks and the resulting impact on non-routine task assignment.

Our first contribution is reducing the committee selection problem to the
maximum coverage problem in the awareness network, a classic graph-theoretic
problem. This is accomplished by demonstrating that an optimal non-routine
task assignment committee is a group of individuals with the largest pool of
unique memory records. Using an estimate of the awareness network (via survey
or other methods), this permits a logical, data-driven method for administrators
to select committees.

Our second contribution is modeling new contact relationships formed due
to group discussion in the committee. Committee deliberation leads to contact
network augmentation, the addition of new edges to the network. This creates
new information channels that lead to acquisition of personal information records
by committee members. We describe this augmentation process using a simple
stochastic model.

To test the flexibility of our tools we answer the following question: can a
committee be chosen to assign a team to the task at hand and improve the effi-
ciency and productivity of the organization? Our third contribution addresses
this question by studying the extension of the static committee formation prob-
lem to the repeated committee formation problem. This problem involves select-
ing and forming a sequence of committees, intending to maximize the quality
of the terminal committee. We discuss the problem of computing optimal com-
mittee sequences and provide an efficient, heuristic-based algorithm called the
Diverse Coverage (DC) algorithm. We show that our methodology avoids pitfalls
of naive, greedy methods.

Our forth and final contribution is a longitudinal simulation comparing the
DC algorithm to a baseline algorithm. Our networks are initialized using survey
data gathered in [6]. We first demonstrate that repeated committee formation
improves coverage quality over time. Our results show that the DC algorithm
simultaneously provides high quality committees at each step, increases efficiency
and productivity in the organization, and increases the committee quality over
time.
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We organize our paper as follows. First, we discuss contact and aware-
ness networks in organizations and their relationship to one another. Next, we
demonstrate how to select an optimal committee using these networks. We then
motivate and describe a multi-step optimization problem designed to improve
committee quality over time. After developing a solution to this problem, we
demonstrate its effectiveness through simulations.

Related Work

Research on transactive memory systems (TMS) has shown that the communi-
cation networks of task-oriented small groups allow their members to informally
acquire information about one another and settle upon their division of labor
[12,16,21]. Here, we extend the scope of TMS to cover a large group whose
members are connected by a contact network. Further, researchers have noted
a lack in understanding about how TMS evolve in dynamic settings [19]. Our
results further the understanding of TMS evolution when repeatedly executing
non-routine tasks.

Researchers have developed theoretical tools in order to directly solve task
assignment and team selection problems. The work of [3] applies coordination
theory to redesign assignment processes in a software bug-fixing pipeline. Alter-
natively, a graph-theoretic approach has shown that knowing what tasks each
individual can complete can be used to compute a satisfying assignment of work-
ers to jobs [10]. Here, we utilize interpersonal relationship data to reason about
which group of individuals can best assign a team to solve a task. This lever-
ages existing TMS within an organization to solve non-routine tasks, rather than
assigning a team directly.

Research in social networks has explored triadic closure models to explain and
predict network evolution over time [8,13]. Detailed studies based on maximum-
likelihood models have led to generative models of network evolution in online
social networks [11]. Other social network research proposes a general actor-
based stochastic model for capturing network evolution dynamics [20]. Here,
we draw on triadic closure dynamics to design an augmentation regimen that
improves organization performance.

Literature on cognitive social networks has explored relationships between
social structure and underlying cognitive relationships [2,9]. Here, the cogni-
tive networks are induced by work-related information records, rather than on
perceived social relationships

Research in coupled social networks provides evidence that behavioral rela-
tionships precede cognitive relationships [1]. This strengthens our assumption
that contact relationships, rather than awareness relationships, form directly due
to committee deliberation. Social network research has also shown that action
around foci increases the likelihood of social ties [5]. Further, the confluence
of social proximity, geographic proximity, and shared social context encourages
personal relationships [15]. These results are consistent with our augmentation
model, as committee discussion events fit the necessary criteria for new relation-
ships to form.
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2 Contact and Awareness Networks

We use the terms augmentation of a graph as the addition of edges to the
graph and augmented graph as the new graph produced by this process. The
coverage of a node set S in a graph G is the number of nodes which are reachable
in at most one-hop from S, denoted N̄G(S), and a node i is covered by set S if
i ∈ N̄G(S).

We begin by considering the relationship between a behavioral network, gen-
erated by interpersonal activities, and a cognitive network, generated by inter-
personal information on others, within an organization. The corresponding net-
works relevant to non-routine task assignment are the contact network and the
awareness network, resp., which we describe below.

An organization’s contact network captures all person-to-person commu-
nication channels. An edge (i, j) exists in the contact network if and only if indi-
vidual i and j engage in regular discussion about work-related matters. These
relationships are important because direct contact on work-related matters auto-
matically generates memory records about personal information. Without direct
contact, a memory record may still exist if information about person j has been
conveyed to person i by other individuals. This implies that contact network
topology influences the location of memory records in the organization.

Memory record data is important because it allows us to judge if a group of
individuals can determine another individual’s ability to solve a non-routine task.
We define an (i, j) memory record to be the presence of up-to-date knowledge
at individual i regarding work-related activity of j. The set of all memory records
induces an awareness network.

The coupling between awareness and contact networks can be understood
through examination of empirical evidence. The probability of a memory record
is conditioned by the local contact network topology connecting the (i, j) pair.
Notably, a “horizon of observability” exists. The probability that individuals i
and j know anything about the work of each other is near zero when dis(i, j) > 2
in the contact network, where dis(i, j) is the length of the shortest path between
i and j. This horizon was discovered in a study of the work-related contact
networks among faculty of The University of Chicago and Columbia University
[6]. Within the dis(i, j) ≤ 2 “horizon of observability”, the probability of an
(i, j) memory record is a function of the number of mutual contacts, as shown
in Fig. 1.

To learn an explicit coupling between an organization’s contact network and
its awareness network, we fit a function of the likelihood of an awareness edge
given the number of mutual contacts for dis(i, j) ∈ {1, 2} pairs, shown in Fig. 1.
Borrowing from [6], we fit curves of the form α−β(1− r)m to our data where m
is the number of mutual contacts and r is a learned parameter. The constants
α and β are learned separately for distance 1 and 2 node pairs. The functions
p1ij(m) = 1 − 0.58(1 − 0.05)m and p2ij(m) = 0.3 − 0.3(1 − 0.05)m fit our data
well for distance 1 and 2 pairs (i, j), resp.. Once we have all pij values, we can
impute an awareness network where edge (i, j) exists with probability pij .
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Fig. 1. The empirical likelihood of a memory record given the number of mutual con-
tacts is drawn in blue circles and red triangles for distance one and two pairs, resp.
Model fitting curves are drawn in blue and green, resp. Data are aggregated from six
networks within University of Chicago and Columbia University [6]. Each proportion
based on at least thirty cases.

3 Computing Committees for Non-routine Task
Assignment

In this section, we address what qualities determine an optimal committee and
how to compute such a committee. We then analyze how committee deliberation
augments the structure of the organization’s contact and awareness networks.
Iterating this process, that is repeatedly forming committees, will induce dynam-
ics on the contact network. We discuss how a forward-thinking administrator can
leverage this to drive global network changes that improve organizational effi-
ciency and productivity. We frame long-term optimization goals by describing a
repeated committee formation problem. We then demonstrate the intractability
of finding an exact solution and propose an efficient, heuristic-based algorithm.

3.1 Optimal Committee Selection

Suppose that a decision is required on which faculty in a university should be
invited to join a new interdisciplinary institute with the mission of advancing
research on a particular class of problems. Who should be recruited, and what
committee is best suited to make recruitment decisions that exploit available
information on the skills, current interests, behaviors, and circumstances of the
faculty? Since a non-routine task may require the skills of any individual with
similar probability, the committee that maintains memory records about the
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largest number of individuals has the greatest chance of remembering appro-
priate individuals to assign to the task-solving team. The discussions of such a
committee will consequently be the most informed and effective at assessing the
strengths and weaknesses of potential team members. Given that committees
should be small, say k individuals, this committee is a solution to the maximum
coverage problem in the awareness graph. Although calculating an exact solution
to this problem is NP-Hard [4], a simple, efficient (1 − 1

e ) approximation exists
following the classic greedy selection strategy of [17].

3.2 Committee Deliberation and Network Augmentation

A committee engages k individuals to discuss and regularly meet for a length of
time. Committee members will form contact relationships with other members
of the committee. This establishes the first augmentation step: add edges so that
committee members form a clique in the contact network.

Naturally, active engagement between committee members may spawn new
contacts; however, preexisting social and organization structures will guide the
formation of indirect contacts. It is well known that triads form one of the sim-
plest subunits of group social dynamics [5,7,8,13,15]. Open triads which include
committee members may close due to committee deliberation. Consider an illus-
trative scenario: Professor X and Professor Y, previously not in contact, join
a committee. Professor X discovers that her contact Professor Z has a project
whose results directly benefit the research of Y. Consequently, X sets up a lunch
meeting with Y and Z, establishing a mutual contact relationship. This rela-
tionship between Y and Z formed indirectly as a result of face-to-face interac-
tion between committee members X and Y. We assume these edges are formed
stochastically and with an equal probability. This establishes the second aug-

Fig. 2. Existing contact network edges are bidirectional and black. After the three
person committee {A,B,C} is formed, type I edges (blue dashed lines) (A,B), (B,C)
are formed between all committee pairs. Type II edges (red dashed lines) are formed
with probability q due to triadic closure.
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mentation step: each unclosed triad with two committee members is closed with
probability q.

Summarizing the above discussion, the following steps occur during the delib-
eration of a committee C within the organization’s existing contact network G.
For simplicity, we assume edges of our contact network are bidirectional.

• Type I Edges: The edges C × C are added to E(G).
• Type II Edges: For each unclosed triad x, y, z with x, y ∈ C and z ∈ NG(C),

the absent edge is added to E(G) with probability q.

In Fig. 2 we draw type I (blue) and type II (red) edges that can form when
a committee {A,B,C} is chosen.

3.3 The Repeated Committee Formation Problem

A natural goal in repeatedly forming committees is to maximize the coverage
quality of the t-th committee after t − 1 successive committee formations. We
call this the repeated committee formation problem. An administrator
which chooses committees that solve this problem maximizes the capability of
the organization to respond to future non-routine tasks.

Although a maximum coverage set in the awareness network provides the
highest quality committee, the resulting augmentation may not maximally
improve the coverage of future committees. To demonstrate this, we construct
an example network in the left half of Fig. 3. We iteratively select a 2-person
committee by greedily choosing the optimal one-step committee, the set with
highest awareness coverage. The limiting result of this process is shown in the
right half of Fig. 3. Notice that the red nodes never gain any new edges. Why?
Augmentation improves the coverage of the initial committee, the green nodes
{A,B}, more than other committees, so {A,B} is chosen at all remaining time
steps. This demonstrates that greedily choosing the best committee may prevent
the ability of future committees from covering all of network.

Fig. 3. The left network is an initial example contact network. The right contact net-
work is the limiting result of greedily forming an optimal one-step committee.
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3.4 Proposed Solution

It is possible to use existing algorithms to solve the repeated committee forma-
tion problem. One such approach is to construct an equivalent Markov Decision
Process and use dynamic programming to solve the associated Bellman Equation
[18]. Unfortunately, this method is intractable because the number of possible
solutions is O(nkt), where n is the number of members of the organization, k is
the committee size, and t is the number of possible committees. In practice, we
may not need to calculate an exact optimal solution. We propose the Diverse
Coverage Algorithm (DC), which selects high coverage committees that will
increase coverage of future committees. Our main idea is to choose a committee
which, under augmentation, expands the contact neighborhood of a subset of the
optimal one-step committee. Adding these contact edges immediately increases
awareness and enables future committees to form more type II edges under aug-
mentation. This strategy also bypasses the local optima shown in Fig. 3. Finally,
it allows us to reason about the long-term implications of committee formation
without the expense of explicitly looking ahead via enumeration or Monte Carlo
simulation. We give psuedocode for DC in Algorithm 1 and give details in the
following paragraphs.

Let f(G) = G′ map a contact network G to an awareness network G′ whose
edges exist with probability pij given by the function learned on empirical net-
work data (see the end of Sect. 2). In this imputed network, an optimal committee
is a set of nodes with maximum coverage in expectation. Solving this problem,
the expected maximum coverage problem, is NP-Hard, but a similar efficient
(1 − 1

e ) approximation exists (we omit the proof due to space constraints).
Notation: G \ S represents the induced subgraph of G without the nodes in

S. The inclusive neighborhood of a set of nodes B in G is denoted N̄G(B). The
abbreviations MC(G, k) and EMC(G, k) refer to solutions of the Maximum
Coverage Problem and Expected Maximum Coverage Problem on G with set
size k, resp.

The DC algorithm proceeds in two phases and utilizes information from
both the contact network and the awareness network. In the first phase, we find
a seed set of size s ≤ k, called B, with maximum expected coverage in the
awareness network G′. This set forms the core of the committee. In the second
phase, we find a diversifying set C of size k − s with maximum coverage in
the contact subnetwork H, formed by removing the inclusive neighborhood of
B from the contact network. Then, we check that the utility of C exceeds a
minimum threshold. To measure the utility of C, we set w to be the minimum
reduction of coverage of C in H when removing any one node of C. If w is less
than a parameter μ, we increment the size of the seed set and repeat the selection
process. The algorithm finally returns the union of the two disjoint sets B and
C as the chosen committee.

The motivation for our heuristic is as follows. The number of unique individ-
uals that can be reached with a contact edge from B is fixed if B is the entire
committee. Hence, including C in the committee to cover diverse contacts, that
is nodes in H, expands the contact neighborhood of B through type II edges.
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Algorithm 1: Diverse Coverage algorithm for committee selection (DC)
Data: Contact Network G = (V,E), Initial seed size s, Committee size k,

Minimum utility µ
Result: S ⊆ V
w ← ∞
G′ = f(G)
while w ≥ µ and s ≤ k do

B = EMC(G′, k)
H = G \ N̄G(B)
C = MC(H, k − s)
w = min

v∈C

[|N̄H(C)| − |N̄H(C \ v)|]

s = s + 1
end
S = B ∪ C

As a result, the utility of the diversifying set C will eventually fall below the
threshold and s will increase, improving current committee quality. The value
of μ modulates the rate at which our committee quality improves, with lower
values providing slower improvement but ultimately higher coverage values.

4 Simulation of Repeated Committee Formation

In this section, we analyze network dynamics when simulating repeated com-
mittee formation using (i) the DC algorithm and (ii) randomly choosing a com-
mittee. The random method represents an administrator choosing individuals
based on attributes independent of awareness network topology, which we use
as a baseline. We initialize four different contact networks from the survey data
gathered from networks in the Biological Sciences and Physical Sciences Divi-
sions at University of Chicago and Columbia University. One iteration of the
simulation is as follows. Using the functions in functions given in Sect. 2, we
estimate an awareness network from the current contact network. We select a
committee on this estimated network and augment the contact network accord-
ing to our model. The augmented contact network is used as the contact network
in the next iteration.

Our simulation results are averaged over multiple trials, each trial simulating
25 committee formations. Our networks contain between 105–157 vertices, so
k = 6 is chosen to avoid too low or too high initial committee quality. We
found choosing s = 4 and μ = 1 balances quick improvement in coverage while
providing high terminal coverage. Our results hold over various values of triadic
closure probability, denoted q, but choosing q = 0.08 results in roughly 10 new
contacts per person forming during the first augmentation step, which we deem
plausible. These parameter values are chosen for all simulations that follow.
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4.1 Effects on Committee Quality

Compared with randomly chosen committees, DC committees have markedly
higher expected coverage values. This gap is between 22 and 30% of the network
initially. The gap in coverage quality between these two policies remains large
even after many iterations. In Fig. 4a–d, we track the expected number of cov-
ered nodes in the awareness network for each committee. Also, we calculated an
approximately optimal committee for each graph created during the augmen-
tation processes. The DC algorithm increases the maximum expected coverage
value faster than the random solution, with a maximum gap between 3–10% for
our networks.

4.2 Effect on Information Flow

Repeated committee formation increases the capacity of information channels in
the network. To measure bottlenecks of information flow, we track the number of
local bridges present in the contact network. A local bridge exists when edge (i, j)
exists but no length 2 path connects i and j. These edges represent bottlenecks of

(a) Columbia Biological Sciences (b) Columbia Physical Sciences

(c) Chicago Biological Sciences (d) Chicago Physical Sciences

Fig. 4. Expected committee coverage in estimated awareness networks. The DC
method selects committees with significantly higher expected coverage at all times.
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(a) Columbia Biological Sciences (b) Columbia Physical Sciences

(c) Chicago Biological Sciences (d) Chicago Physical Sciences

Fig. 5. Local bridge count in contact networks. The DC method results in a smaller
number of bridges.

information in the network, as they often form the only plausible communication
path between neighbors of i and neighbors of j [7]. Our method reduces the
number of local bridges in the network, leading to freer exchange of information
between the initially differentiated components of the network. The reduction
under the DC method outperforms the random method at all times, see Fig. 5a–
d. This result can be expected because the DC method merges communities
into a single structure, bypassing existing information bottlenecks at the local
bridges.

Another important measure of information exchange efficiency is the network
diameter. A smaller contact network diameter implies a direct improvement in
referral efficiency and reduces the delay of word-of-mouth information propaga-
tion. The DC method reduces the diameter faster than the random method. See
Fig. 6a–d. In the limit, the DC strategy will bring at least |V |−μ nodes into the
inclusive contact neighborhood of the committee and produce a contact network
diameter of at most 1 + μ. It is important to note that as q is increased, the
expected number of iterations required to reach this limit is reduced.
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(a) Columbia Biological Sciences (b) Columbia Physical Sciences

(c) Chicago Biological Sciences (d) Chicago Physical Sciences

Fig. 6. Contact network diameter decreases faster under the DC method.

5 Discussion

Our analysis and model highlight a new computational approach for decision
making in organizations. Our method is grounded by establishing a relation-
ship between contact and awareness network topology in organizations. This
enables us to compute an optimal committee for non-routine task assignments.
We then demonstrate that committee deliberation can improve committee qual-
ity over time by augmenting contact and awareness networks. Since optimizing
these choices is intractable, we propose an efficient, heuristic-based algorithm for
repeatedly selecting committees. Simulation on real-world data demonstrates our
algorithm creates more efficient and productive network states than a baseline
approach that lacks knowledge of the awareness network. By operating with an
understanding of an organization’s TMS, we demonstrate short-term committee
quality goals and beneficial long-term structural changes can be simultaneously
achieved.
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